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1 Introduction
In recent years, the number of devices connected to different types of communication
networks is increasing rapidly. These networks are used in many different areas: commu-
nication among people, in security systems, communication between machines, etc. This
omnipresence of communication networks makes them integral part of our lives, where
any possible outage could result in adverse consequences. During emergency situations,
possibility to communicate important messages reliably and in a timely manner makes
the difference between a successful and a failed mission. Power outages or physical dam-
age to the network infrastructure frequently occur during emergency situations. It is
therefore of utmost importance to either design existing networks to be disaster-proof,
or to provide easy deployable portable networks, that could work as a substitute until
ordinary network functions (infrastructure based) are restored.

Making all network infrastructure disaster-proof is very costly and hard to achieve.
In this report, we provide a description of an easy deployable communication network for
emergency situations, that could be used whenever ordinary networks are not available.
Based on user requirements that can be found in [1] [2] and [3], we have identified three
different scenarios for emergency situations:

• Transport application

• Relief good application

• First responders application

In the first part of this technical report we describe the specific communication ca-
pabilities of each unit involved in the system design. Next we move to each individual
scenario where we present how these element interact. Finally, we conclude the document
with the main outcomes of technical solution.

2 Overview of the scenarios and main building blocks
During emergency situation we can identify the following as s timeline reference:

1. Early stage response: First responders scenario, within the first 48 hours after a
disaster occured

2. Long term response: Transport scenario and Distribution of Relief Goods

The main elements that comprise the communication architecture for all three sce-
narios are given as follows:

1. Tracking unit (TrackU) - provides continuous tracking and tracing of first respon-
ders, vehicles and goods

2. Collection unit (ColU) - provides a data collection point for tracking and tracing
readings from TrackU

3. Communication unit (ComU) - aimed to interconnect all other units

All elements involved in the communication network (see Figure 1) can be grouped
into two groups:

• Remote-site - all elements that are located far away from the disaster area (e.g.
command center)

• On-site - all elements that are located close to the disaster area
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Figure 1: Communication networks for emergency situations - an overview.

The remote site consists of several entities which are interconnected to each other
using Local Area Networks (LAN) or Virtual Private Networks (VPN). The way how
these entities are connected to Remote site server is out of scope of this work. The main
communication challenges remain on the On-site segment, close to the disaster, where
communication infrastructure may have been destroyed, or the power grid may not be
available.

2.1 Communication unit (ComU)

The aim of ComU is to interconnect all other units together and also to allow the creation
of different networks. The communication towards the remote-site entities is realized
through remote communication based either on a terestrial network (if available) or on
a satellite network with world-wide coverage. The connection to the terestrial network
is done using a Long Term Evolution (LTE) modem which acts as a client in the 4th
Generation (4G) network, exactly like a 4G smartphone would do. This LTE modem
allows interconnecting other devices via Ethernet such that it is possible to access the
4G network. In our case it is foreseen to connect the LTE modem to a router such that
the 4G connection is shared with the other devices connected to that router. In the same
way, the satellite communication (SatCom) terminal consists of a satellite modem and of
an antenna also allowing sharing its connection via Ethernet. This way the ComU can
access the “outside world”, also named the Wide Area Network (WAN), using either the
satellite connection or the terrestrial 4G connection.

It is envisioned to make use of the Broadband Global Area Network (BGAN which is
an Inmarsat service) for the satellite connection. BGAN offers the possibility to benefit of
a bandwidth in the magnitude of 256 kbps (upload and download) while using relatively
small satellite modem and satellite antennas (patch antenna in the L-Band). In terms of
communication the ComU shall also provide a local wireless network based on the con-
ventional and well spread Wireless Fidelity standards (Wi-Fi). The ComU also supports
local wired connections based on Ethernet (conventional RJ45 cables). Both Wi-Fi and
Ethernet are provided by a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) router which acts as
a central node of the star network topology (Figure REF).
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2.2 Collection unit (ColU)

The main role of SColU, from a communication perspective, is to provide a data collection
point (gateway) for tracking and tracing readings between TrackUs deployed over the
transportation means, goods and first responders and a Wi-Fi access point. Due to
similarities between Transportation and Relief Good Distribution (RGD) scenario in the
aspect of local communication, ColU will be identical in both scenarios. Namely, in
both cases a set of tracked containers will be transported on platforms available both
on wagons (railway) and on truck trailers (road) and will be reporting it is position and
external sensor readings to a single central collection unit via ZigBee network. As for the
First responders scenario, the Smartphone will act as a ColU, and will be connected to
the TrackU via Bluetooth connection.

Furthermore, ColU will interconnect with ComU through (Ethernet cable, when de-
vices are in vicinity) and an auxiliary backup wireless link (connection when devices are
not situated close by or a primary link is not available / not functioning)) in order to
push collected tracking and tracing data to remote centres over available backhauling
links. For security, robustness, and redundancy reasons local copy of collected data will
be preserved on ColU up to a certain limit.

2.3 Tracking unit (TrackU)

Tracking unit must fulfil the following roles: continuous tracking and tracing (combined
use of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and INS readings), communication
with ColU, and finally acquisition of local sensor readings (container monitoring e.g.
temperature, humidity, or detection of a door open state). Similarly to ColU, TrackU
functionalities will not differ between Transportation and RGD scenario. Local commu-
nication concepts and mechanisms remain valid between two distinct cases. STrackU will
dispose with both wired (RS232/RS433) and low-power wireless (ZigBee) communica-
tion means. Both means offer security mechanisms to encrypt and securely transfer data.
Wired connection will be used for the case where TrackU and ColU can be collocated
in the same casing, where the wireless connection will be used when they are physically
apart (until the limit of wireless communication range). Entire WSN ZigBee network will
follow a convergecast tree topological structure, specifically optimized for collecting pe-
riodic reportings from potentially large number of end-devices (TrackUs). Nevertheless,
for the First Responder scenario, TrackU will be equipped with the Bluetooth module in
order to connect to Smartphone (which acts as as ColU in that scenario).

3 Communication network infrastructure

3.1 Transport scenario

The diagram in the next figure (Figure 2) present the whole communication system
architecture for the Transport Application and therefore putting in context this particular
scenario architecture.

As seen in Figure 2, the different elements involved in the communication network
are located either on the remote site (right-hand part) or on the on-site (left-hand part).
The relay of information between the remote site and the on-site is enabled through the
“remote communication” entity. The remote site is composed of several entities which
are actually devices interconnected to each other using the Local Area Network (LAN)
and/or Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).

The next diagram (Figure XXX (Figure 2.2 u deliverable 3.1)) shows the high-level
functional diagram of the units involved in the communication network for the transport
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Figure 2: Communication networks for emergency situations - transport scenario.

application. The diagram (Figure XXX) focuses on the elements which have to be de-
signed. Each unit, i.e. the ComU, the ColU and the TrackUs, are depicted in separate
blocks. Each block shows the functional elements: the basic ones are generally repre-
sented on the left (e.g. memory) and the communication ones on the right (e.g. Wi-Fi).
The three types of units are interconnected to each other, taking into account that track-
ing units (TrackUs) are connected exclusively to the ColU which acts as a gateway to the
ComU. Therefore the ColU interconnects the TrackUs with the ComU.

3.1.1 Units interaction

The interaction between units, in term of communication, is depicted in Figure XXX
(Figure 2.3 u Deliverable 3.1). Different means are foreseen and can be separated into two
categories: the wired interaction and the wireless interaction. Within the Communication
Unit (ComU) it is preferable to use wired connection since they provide high speed
(gigabit Ethernet) and are more robust (physical wire vs. wireless air interface). The
communication towards external equipment is then wireless and can be ranged from their
coverage are:

• ZigBee: between TrackU’s and with ColU, about 100 m in LOS conditions

• Wi-Fi: between the SFU / the ComU User Interface (UI), if any, and the ComU,
about 350 m,

• 3G: between the SFUs and the ComU, about 1-2 km,

• 4G: between the SFUs and the ComU, about 1-2 km.

3.2 Relief goods scenario

As done in the previous section, a diagram depicting the whole system architecture is
shown in Figure 3, this time focusing on the Relief Goods Application.

In the communications architecture for the relief goods scenario (Figure 3), the dif-
ferent elements of the communication network are located on three different sites. This
differs from the transport application scenario in which two areas are considered: the on-
site area and the remote-site area. In the relief goods application there is a remote-site
(on the right) which is composed of decision makers connected to the Remote Server.
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The connection is realized through the local area network (LAN) if entities are co-located
and using virtual private networks (VPNs) for instance. The remote-site area is then
connected to two different on-site areas via so-called “remote communication” blocks.
The two on-site areas are called “coordination on-site” area and “on-site” area. The for-
mer is composed of Smart Field Units (SFU) and of the Communication Transportable
Unit (ComTU). The ComU foreseen for the coordination on-site segment is therefore a
transportable solution (i.e. can be carried in a vehicle). The latter, in the on-site seg-
ment, is composed of a ComU in a portable format (ComPU), also of Smart Field Units
(SFUs), of a Collecting Unit (ColU) which is actually the same as the one presented for
the transport application, and of sensors (Tracking Units, TrackUs).
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Figure 3: Communication networks for emergency situations - relief goods distribution.

3.3 First responders scenario

In Figure 4 we present the communication system architecture for the First responders
scenario. As can be seen, there exist three segments:

• Remote-site segment, remote server within command center

• Coordination on-site segment, with local coordinators

• On-site segment, with first responders

The communication between the two on-site segments and the remote-site segment
is realized either through the terrestrial network or through the satellite network. To do
so, we can rely on existing terrestrial 4G network (if available) and on the BGAN satel-
lite system from Inmarsat for instance. Smartphones (SFUs) are connected directly to
the transportable and portable versions of Communication Units (ComTU and ComPU)
using different means of communication. TrackUs are linked to SFUs using Bluetooth
connection. As seen in Figure 4, both ComTU and ComPU can communicate together
using their integrated cellular system. For instance the ComPU may be under the cover-
age of the 4G network created by the ComTU and therefore the ComPU could connect
to the ComTU as a 4G client (through the 4G modem). In that case the remote connec-
tion (especially the satellite link) of the ComPU is somehow useless and the one of the
ComTU can be used.
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Figure 4: Communication networks for emergency situations - first reponders.

3.3.1 Units interaction

The interaction between units, in term of communication, is depicted in Figure XXX
(Figure 4.3 u deliverable 3.1). Different means are foreseen and can be separated into two
categories: the wired interaction and the wireless interaction. Within the Communication
Unit (ComU) it is preferable to use wired connection since they provide high speed
(gigabit Ethernet) and are more robust (physical wire vs. wireless air interface). The
communication towards external equipment is then wireless and can be ranged according
the coverage:

• Bluetooth: between the SFUs and the TrackUs, about 10 m,

• Wi-Fi: between the SFU / the ComU User Interface (UI), if any, and the ComU,
about 150 m,

• 3G: between the SFUs and the ComUs:

– ComPU: about 1-2 km,

– ComTU: about 3-5 km.

• 4G: between the SFUs and the ComUs:

– ComPU: about 1-2 km,

– ComTU: about 3-5 km.
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Review of the technical solution  

Analysis and specification of 
communication networks for emergency 

situtations 

This technical report presents a design of communication network for emergency 
situations. The authors have identified three communication scenarios, based on 
the user requirements: transport application, relief goods and first responders’ 
application. Firstly, they describe individual elements, constituting this kind of 
networks. They make a clear distinction between the remove and the on-site 
elements. 

Afterwards, they combine these elements, taking into account specific 
requirements of each communication scenario. The system is designed in a 
modular fashion with standard interfaces. Thus, the network is easier to repair, 
providing a self-healing feature, vital for emergency situations.  

The system supports different communication technologies (2G/3G, LTE, 
Satellite, etc.), making it particularly useful for emergency situations in remote 
areas, where network infrastructure may be scarce or even nonexistent. This 
flexibility is also a guarantee of evolutivity. With this design, the system is able to 
provide a piece of reliable and timely information to track the position of each 
individual entity (vehicle, good, person). The emergency mission is consequently 
easier to manager practically. 
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